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 سبع امتحانات كاملة على الفصل الدراسى الاول
 

 Model Exam No. (1)  
 

 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- I didn't want to go to the party but my wife was…………… 

A  insisting  

B  insisted   

C  insistent    

D  insistence 

2- ………………leaving school, he has had three or four temporary jobs. 

A  For   

B  Since   

C  As   

  D  While 

3- Yehia Haqqi…………………..of as the father of modern short story in Egypt. 

A  is still thinking  

B  is still being thought   

C  is still thought    

  D  still thinks 

4- ………………he had found a flat that he married. 

A  It wasn't when  

B  It was until   

C  It was not until   

  D  It is only when 

5- My brother wants to be a politician so he decided to study……………science at university. 

A  politician  

B  police   

C  policy    

  D  political  

6- My grandfather died in 2010,…………….78. 

A  aging   

B  ago    

C  aged    

  D  age  

7- The Egyptian………………Bank website is very useful for school students. 

A  Know  

B  Knowledgeable    

C  Knowing    

D  Knowledge 

8- Lotfia El Nadi became famous when she flew…………………....in an international race. 

A  solo 

B  solely    

C  soloist   

  D  sola  

9- I haven't seen my cousin in England for five years, I'm sure she……………….a lot! 

A  will grow   

B  will be growing   

C  is going to grow    

  D  will have grown 
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10- We'll need to move the piano on……………….. 

A  rollers  

B  collars   

C  pillars   

  D  cellars 

11- Salma…………….dreams are impossible is so imaginative. 

A  who  

B  whom   

C  whose    

  D  that 

12- When we were in Matrouh, we spent the………………..day on the beach. 

A  all  

B  whole    

C  every   

  D  each 

13- I've decided to take a few days…………………..next week. 

A  on   

B  after    

C  of   

  D  off  

14- She is……………….to get married. 

A  young enough  

B  too young   

C  so young    

  D  such young  

15- I ………………..the office until I had checked that all the doors were locked. 

A  won't leave  

B  wouldn't leave   

C  hadn't left   

  D  wasn't left 

16- My friend has recently………………..a prize in an art competition. 

A  rewarded   

B  awarded    

C  won    

  D  gained  

17- Violence films do not……………..young children. 

A  suit  

B  separate    

C  soak   

  D  frighten 

18- The film about the war was very…………….. A lot of people cried at the end! 

A  removing    

B  moving    

C  proving   

  D  improving 

19- A…………….is another word for a man or a boy. 

A  follow   

B  fallow    

C  worm    

  D  fellow 
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20- The prisoners tried to escape from prison but they……………….. 
A  filled   
B  felled    
C  fell    

  D  failed 
21- I told the police about the…………….phone calls I had received.  

A  threaten  
B  threatened   
C  threatening   

  D  threateningly  
22- Some basketball players can……………the ball on one finger. 

A  orbit   
B  spin    
C  roll   

  D  soak 
23- I usually……………………….once a month. 

A  have cut my hair   
B  have my hair cut   
C  cut my hair    

  D  gets my hair cut 
24- When he returned home, he found that all his money………………. 

A  had stolen   
B  stole    
C  had been stolen    
D  was stealing 

25- She…………..ill when I visited her. 
A  had seemed   
B  was seeming    
C  has seemed    

  D  seemed  
26- The teacher gave each student a………………..to do. 

A  tusk   
B  mask    
C  task    

  D  disk  
27- This old car ……………………by my grandfather. 

A  used to use   
B  used to be using    
C  used to be used    

  D  used to using 
28- The businessman wanted an accountant to…………his accounts. 

A  make   
B  give    
C  get    

  D  do  
29- I tried to persuade him to go out with us but in…………… 

A  van   
B  veil  
C  vain   

  D  vein 
30- They told us……………about their holiday. 

A  every   
B  whole    
C  each    

  D  all  
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(10 marks )

      Many people like to access information and social media easily. But is it bad for us to 
spend so much time in front of a screen? 
    On the one hand, computers, tablets and smartphones are useful tools for 
communicating with friends and family. Young people can use the internet for its 
educational content, learn important research skills and also see a variety of cultures 
from around the world. 
    On the other hand, technology can make young people less physically active. And there 
are also concerns that the light that comes from digital devices can cause health 
problems. For example, looking at a screen at night can make it more difficult to sleep. 
The internet is still quite new, so we do not really know what the long-term effects that 
using it are going to have on our health. 
      The internet has also introduced us to new words for problems that people did not 
have in the past. Your parents did not have cyberbullying, for example. There have 
always been scams, but problems such as phishing for personal information and hacking 
into banks are also quite new. 
    In the end, the solution is about balance. Technology can help us to develop new skills 
and it can open up the world. We will almost certainly have more technology in the 
future, too. We need to learn how to use it carefully for the good of everyone. However, 
physical activity and regular sleep patterns are essential too. Balance both and we can all 
live in a healthy-well-educated world. 
 

 

1. According to the text, people like technology because they can…………… 

   A  play games  

B  find information  

C  take pictures     

D  find jobs 

2. According to the text, technology does not improve………………. 

A  communication  

B  education    

C  physical exercise    

  D  research  

3. People are worried that the light from tablets can cause difficulty in…………….. 

     A  sleeping  

B  reading    

C  turning off the screen    

  D  eating  

4. In the past, there were…………………. 

     A  never any scams   

     B  no words for some of today's problems   

    C  different words for the same problems    

D  the same words for the same problems                   

5. We do not know the effects of the internet on our health because…………………… 
A  the internet has no health effects.   
B  we need much time to prove that.    
C  It the health effects of the internet are invisible.    

  D  the internet is so beneficial to the one's health.  
6. Which word does not come with modern technology? 

A  cyberbullying   
B  scam   
C  phishing    

  D  hacking  
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B- Answer the following questions: 
7. What is the most positive effect of having access to the internet, in your opinion? Why? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  8. What sort of new technology will we have more of in the future? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  9. In what ways do you balance using technology with staying active? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. How do you think modern technology can make young people less physically active? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. What favour did Johann do Rassendyll when they first met? 
A  He invited him to have a meal with him. 
B  He gave him some money.    
C  He invited him to a party.  

  D  He invited him to stay at his sister's house in Strelsau on the coronation day. 
2. What did Rassendyll really write about in his book? 

A  He wrote about his adventure in Ruritania. 
B  He wrote about social problems in the country. 
C  He wrote about his adventures in England.   

  D  He wrote about his family's achievements. 
3. Why couldn't the Duke say in public that Rassendyll was not the real King? 

A  Because he was afraid of Rassendyll and Sapt that they may kill him.  
B  Because to do so he had to admit that he had kidnapped the real King.  
C  Because he was afraid that Colonel Sapt would be the King.   

  D  Because he owed a big sum of money to Rassendyll. 
4. Who was physically crowned King of Ruritania? 

A  Rudolf Elphberg  
B  Rudolf Rassendyll.   
C  Robert Rassendyll.    

    D  Duke Michael. 
B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions: 

1. Why do you think Duke Michael tried to get rid of his brother by poisoning him instead of     
any other way? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
2. Why do you think the new King called Rassendyll his cousin when they first met in Zenda? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
3. How do you think the Duke has a well-defended castle? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Mariam and Enas are old friends. They meet by accident in hypermarket. 
      Mariam : Wow. Is that you Enas! 1)…………………………………………………….. 
      Enas :Hi Mariam! I missed you so much. 2) ……………………………………………….? 
      Mariam : Of course I'm married and this is my daughter Shams. 
      Enas  : It's a long time since we last met, 3)………………………………………………..? 
      Mariam : Yes, and I think it was when we were in the last year at university. 
      Enas  : They were good days. By the way, what does your husband do?  
      Mariam : My husband is a big businessman in Cairo. 4)…………………………………………? 
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      Enas : Me! I'm engaged and I'm going to marry next summer. 
      Mariam : Good news! 5) ............................................................................................................  
      Enas  : Sure. I'm very lucky to meet you today. 6)…………………………………………………? 
      Mariam : Here's my card with all the details you need. 
      Enas : Nice to meet you! 
      Mariam : Me too. 

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE (1)   

     of the following: ( 6 marks ) 

a. The pros and cons of artificial intelligence. 

b. The most important qualities of a good teacher. 

 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. The government tries to improve the educational system to keep up with world changes. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Poets write poetry for different purposes such as, love, pride, enthusiasm, praising and elegy. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .التكنولوجيا الحديثة سلاح ذو حدين لذا يجب أن تُستعمل بحرص -1
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 .سوف تتمتع المدارس بجميع الوسائل التعليمية والتكنولوجيا الحديثة -2
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Model Exam No. (2) 

 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- Balancing work and family is the main cause of ……………..for many people. 

   A  press   

B  stress   

C  pressure    

D  insist 

2- She played a ………………….. role in opening higher education to women. 

A  volunteering   

B  pioneering   

C  orbiting   

  D  peering 

3- Samah is away on holiday. She…………………to Paris. 

A  has gone  

B  has been  

C  had been    

  D  had gone 

4-  I feel terrible. I think I …………………..sick. 
A  will be   
B  am   
C  will have been  

  D  am going to be 
5- 'Did you go to the party?'  'No, I …………………….' 

A  didn't invite  
B  hadn't invited   
C  wasn't invited    

  D  haven't invited  
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6- Try to………………..Hadeer to go with us on this picnic. 

A  make   

B  let    

C  get    

  D  have  

7- ………………….is the science of how to make computers do things that usually need      

human intelligence. 

A  Political science  

B  Artificial intelligence    

C  Natural intelligence    

D  Biology 

8- Magdi Yacoub's…………………opened The Aswan Heart Centre in 2009. 

A  Foundation 

B  Association    

C  Organization   

  D  Finding 

9- I met my fiancée while we…………….on holiday. 

A  have been   

B  were being   

C  were    

  D  had been 

10- The old house………………….last night. 

A  had collapsed  

B  was collapsed   

C  collapsed   

  D  was collapsing 

11- This is a job……………..people sometimes do in office and sometimes outside. 

A  who  

B  whom   

C  whose    

  D  that 

12- The word 'see' ………………..with the word 'bee'. 

A  rhymes  

B  roams    

C  reads   

  D  separates 

13-  Mona has stayed in this hotel………………fortnight. 

A  already   

B  ago    

C  since   

  D  for  

14- Florence Nightingale opened the Nightingale School………….Nursing in London. 

A  about  

B  of   

C  for    

  D  with  

15- The……………….for this competition are gold medals. 

A  rewards  

B  wards  

C  words   

  D  awards 
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16- Do TV programs ………………… children's behaviour? 

  A  influence   

B  convince    

C  effect    

  D  infect  

17- The lawyer could……………the innocence of his client cleverly. 

A  improve  

B  move    

C  prove   

  D  remove 

18- Suzy has……………..a lot of weight recently. 

A  won    

B  earned    

C  gained   

  D  taken 

19- The train…………….at six o'clock tomorrow. 

A  will leave   

B  is about to leave    

C  is going to leave    

  D  leaves 

20-  Her work was so bad that I had no choice but to ………….. her. 

A  fill   

B  fell    

C  feel    

  D  fail 

21- A ………………… of dust covered everything in the room. 

A  layer  

B  liar   

C  lawyer   

  D  lower  

22- If you don't take your umbrella, you're going to get ………………... 

A  removed   

B  soaked    

C  bleached   

  D  pressed 

23- He decided to sue the company as they……………..the contract with him. 

A  broke   

B  cut   

C  reached    

  D  separated 

24- ………………..was the minister kidnapped? 

A  Who   

B  Whom    

C  By whom   

D  By which 

25- I worked …………….long hours that I didn't have any time to myself. 

A  such a   

B  such    

C  so    

  D  so a  

 

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/program
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/behaviour
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/dust
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/umbrella
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26- The more people want to do something, the………….…..it will become. 
A  cheapest   
B  as cheap    
C  cheaper    

  D  cheap  
27- Everyone has seen plants…………….. 

A  to growing  
B  to grow    
C  grow   

  D  growing 
28- By the end of this year, Mai………………………her secondary education. 

A  will finish   
B  will be finishing    
C  finishes    

  D  will have finished  
29- Once the manager…………………, we will start the meeting. 

A  arrived   
B  had arrived  
C  arrives   

  D  was arriving 
30- After a long chase, the criminal…………….arrested. 

A  had   
B  got    
C  be    

  D  did  

 
(10 marks )

      Hypnosis is one of the techniques that can be used for controlling people's minds. 
While in a deep trance, people can be told to do something at a specific time or at a 
certain signal. They can be told that they won't remember what has been said once out 
of the trance. This is called a post-hypnotic suggestion. It is still uncertain whether a 
subject can be made to carry out an action that otherwise would be acceptable in that 
person's mind. Yet another technique is called brainwashing. 
        Brainwashing entails forcing people to believe something, usually something false, 
by continually telling them or showing them evidence that it is supposedly true and 
preventing them from thinking about it properly or considering other evidence. 
Brainwashing can take extreme forms. For example, brainwashing can be done by first 
causing a complete breakdown of individuals through acts such as starving them, 
preventing them from sleeping, intimidating them, and keeping them in a state of 
constant fear. When the individuals lose their sense of reality, new ideas can be planted 
in their minds. 

 

 

1. The underlined pronoun "They" refers to ……… 

   A  people  

B  person  

C  individual     

D  ideas 

2. The underlined word 'entails' means...................... 

A  consists of  

B  insists on    

C  consists with    

  D  persists in 
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3. According to the passage, there are…….techniques for controlling people's minds. 
     A  one  

B  two    
C  three    

  D  four  
4. The expression "starving them" means to make them………………… 
     A  happy   
     B  pleased   
    C  hungry    

D  sleepy                   
5. When other new ideas can be planted in people's minds? 
     A  When people sleep   
     B  When people lose weight    
     C  when people lose their sense of reality    
     D  When people lose their families  

6. We use…………….to make people believe false things. 
   A  hypnosis   

B  brainwashing   
C  brain feeding    

  D  brain drain  
B- Answer the following questions: 

7. According to this passage, how can we control people's minds? 
   ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  8. What does brainwashing consist of? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  9. Give a suitable title to the passage. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
10. Do you agree with the technique of brainwashing? Why? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. Where is Zenda located? 

A  It is ten kilometers from the capital and eighty kilometers from the border. 

B  It is eighty kilometers from the capital and ten kilometers from the border.    

C  It is sixteen kilometers from the capital and eighty kilometers from the border.  

     D  It is twenty kilometers from the capital and sixty kilometers from the border. 

2. In comparison with the Rassendylls' family, Rose's family………………  

A  were important but less rich than the Rassendylls. 

B  were rich but less important than the Rassendylls. 

C  were big in numbers but weaker than the Rassendylls.  

  D  were rich and as important as the Rassendylls. 

3. Who replaced Josef after his murder? 

A  Freyler took his place. 

B  Johann took his place. 

C  A new servant who never saw the real king before took his place.   

  D  One of Flavia's servants took his place. 

4. What did the poor people do when they saw Raasendyll on his own in their old town? 

A  Some of them smiled and cheered, others were quiet and looked at him angrily. 

B  All of them smiled and cheered.  

C  All of them were quiet and looked at him angrily.   

    D  Some of them left him, others shook hands with him. 
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B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions: 

1. Do you think Sapt and Rassendyll were right when they decided to attack the Duke's men    
at the hunting lodge? Why? Why not? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Sapt proved to be a clever physicist. Illustrate. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Why do you think the Duke's men killed Josef? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Warda is telling Samia about some work 

      Warda : I've been asked to write an article for a website. 
      Samia : 1)……………………………………………………………….… What's it about? 
      Warda : It's about recycling. 
      Samia : 2)……………………………………………………………………………………..? 
      Warda : I chose recycling because I think it's an important subject. 
      Samia : What's going to be in the article?  
      Warda : Well, it's a bit difficult to explain. 
      Samia : 3)……………………………………………………………………………………….? 
      Warda : Yes, to summarise, the article is going to be about how people can recycle more. 
      Samia : 4)………………………………………………………………………………………..? 
      Warda : For two reasons. Firstly, I sent them the idea for the article last week and they liked it.   
                          5)……………………………………………………………………………………. 
      Samia : When did you write for them before? 
      Warda : I wrote an article last year. 6)……………………………………………………………. 
      Samia : Well, I'm looking forward to reading it! 

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE (1)   

     of the following: ( 6 marks ) 

a. The advantages and disadvantages of freelance work. 

b. A description of a journey into space. 

 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. Youth should be aware of the dangers online such as scamming and phishing. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. I don't think that ebooks will ever replace traditional books. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .تستطيع أن تعبر عن رأيك بشرط أن تحترم الاخرين -1
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 .يعتقد البعض أن استكشاف الفضاء مضيعة للوقت والمال -2
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Model Exam No. (3) 

 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- Mohammad Salah was said ……………………….during the last match. 

  A  to hurt  

B  to be hurt    

C  to have hurt    

D  to have been hurt 

2- Naguib Mahfouz……………works are read everywhere is a famous Egyptian writer. 

A  who   

B  whom   

C  whose   

  D  that 

3- Farah has lived in Alexandria……………….. 

A  all her life  

B  for all her life  

C  since all her life    

  D  ever all her life 

4-  At this time tomorrow, Mazin…………………………his final exam. 

A  will do  

B  will be doing   

C  will have done  

  D  is going to do 

5- Poole replaced the part easily because he was used………………..in zero-gravity. 

A  to work 

B  work  

C  to be working   

  D  to working 

6- Germs and viruses are……………….micro organisms. 

A  visible   

B  visual    

C  invisible    

  D  invaded  

7- I prefer to live in rural…………………rather than urban ones. 

A  distracts  

B  districts    

C  disturbs    

D  restricts 

8- I went to the cinema with my friends but before that I ……………..all my homework. 

A  did 

B  have done    

C  had done   

  D  was doing 

9- Mr. Amgad is always……………….. He does not often laugh. 

A  funny   

B  strict   

C  silly    

  D  serious 
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10- You can read ebooks on ebooks readers. The letter 'e' in ebooks stands for…….. 

A  electric  

B  elective   

C  electronic   

  D  emergency 

11- The new directors intend to meet on Monday to ……………the company’s chief executive. 

  A  soak  

B  publish   

C  move    

  D  remove 

12- I don't know how the news about the president's death…………..….to the press. 

A  leaked  

B  transplanted    

C  reduced   

  D  bleached 

13-  Two men wanted to marry Shereen but she accepted…………………..of them. 

A  neither   

B  either    

C  every   

  D  all  

14- Ayman has to take………….too much work to pay off all his debts. 

A  off  

B  on   

C  up    

  D  for  

15- This blue car………………………by Murad. 

A  is had  

B  is possessed  

C  possesses   

  D  is owning 

16- My jacket has three copper……………….on each sleeve. 

A  bottoms   

B  attachments    

C  gadgets    

  D  buttons  

17- Next year, Mai……………………..16 years old. 

A  is going to be  

B  will be being    

C  will be   

  D  is 

18- Aswan, …………….lies in the south of Egypt, is a wonderful tourist destination. 

A  where    

B  what    

C  that   

  D  which 

19- The one should work hard as there is no……………….without pain. 

A  earn   

B  gain    

C  win    

  D  grain 
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20-  I last saw Sondos…………………..we were in Hurghada. 
A  when   
B  as    
C  while    

  D  since 
21- My mobile…………………..in the sports centre yesterday. 

A  got lost  
B  lost   
C  was lost   

  D  had lost  
22- Books were scattered …………the room. 

A  after   
B  ahead    
C  aboard   

  D  about 
23- I was surprised by the …………. with which I had gotten reservations. 

A  ease   
B  break   
C  reach    

  D  ache 
24- I support Al Zamalik and………………does Ragab. 

A  neither   
B  either    
C  so    
D  every 

25- This poem consists of five……………….. 
A  poets   
B  verses    
C  viruses    

  D  rhymes  
26- Bassant has three cars, all of………………..are very expensive. 

A  that   
B  whom    
C  which    

  D  what  
27- Tea and coffee contain………………..amounts of caffeine. 

A  appreciate  
B  appreciative    
C  appreciable   

  D  appreciatively 
28- Camelia always helps………………..food with her mom. 

A  to preparing   
B  prepare    
C  preparing    

  D  prepared  
29- When I met her after a long absence, she looked at me in…………….. 

A  confusion   
B  confused  
C  confusing   

  D  confusedly 
30- Mr. Mahrous always gives his students……………….advice. 

A  father   

B  fatherly    

C  fatherhood    

  D  father-in-law  

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/surprise
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/reservation
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(10 marks )

        An adrenaline rush is one of the body's vital defense mechanisms. A stressful situation will 
trigger the release of the hormone adrenaline, also known as epinephrine, into the 
bloodstream.  
    The production of adrenaline occurs in the adrenal glands, which sit above the kidneys. 
Adrenaline is responsible for the fight-or-flight reaction to a threat, and it triggers specific 
processes in the body. For example, it might make the body send extra oxygen to the lungs to 
aid a person to run away.  
     As well as allowing a quick escape from danger, adrenaline has other effects on the body. 
These include: decreasing the body's ability to feel pain, increasing strength temporarily, 
sharpening mental focus, which will allow a person to think quickly and form a clear plan to 
escape a potential threat. The hormone has the same effect on the body whether or not the 
danger is present. The release of adrenaline into the body occurs very quickly, usually within a 
few seconds. It goes away once the possible threat has disappeared. This speed is what gives an 
adrenaline rush its name. The effects of adrenaline on the body can last for up to 1 hour after an 
adrenaline rush.  
        An adrenaline rush does not always happen when a person is facing a real threat. It may 
also occur during times of stress, such as an exam or job interview. Extreme activities can also 
trigger an adrenaline rush. Some people enjoy the feeling of an adrenaline rush. They may choose 
to do extreme sports or activities to trigger a deliberate release of adrenaline into the body. 
 

 

1. Adrenaline is a …………………………. 

   A  disease  

B  hormone  

C  gland     

D  gas 

2. The word 'trigger' means………………… 

A  cause to happen  

B  shoot   

C  pull    

  D  remove  

3. What happens when someone wants to run away? 
     A  The kidneys sends extra Oxygen to the adrenal gland.  

B  Adrenaline makes the body relax and sleep.    

C  Adrenaline makes the body send extra Oxygen to the lungs    

  D  The kidneys sends blood to the lungs.  

4. …………………is another word for adrenaline. 
     A  Oxygen   

     B  Bloodstream  

     C  Aspirin    

     D  Epinephrine 

5. When someone is hurt, adrenaline helps the body…………………………… 
     A  feel the pain strongly.  

     B  reduce the feeling of pain    

     C  cure the hurt organ.    

     D  produce more blood. 

6. When is adrenaline produced? 

   A  In time of threat only.   

B  In time of stress only.   

C  In extreme activities only.   

  D  In times of threat, stress and extreme activities. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/book/9780123739759?via%3Dihub
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B- Answer the following questions: 
7. Which body organ secretes adrenaline? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  8. How long does adrenaline remain in the body after its rush? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  9. What was the reason for naming adrenal rush by this name? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
10. Why do you think some people enjoy the feeling of adrenaline? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……. 

 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. Rassendyll decided to enter the old town without close guard to……………………… 
A  prove to the poor living there that their king trusted them 
B  frighten the poor people living there.    
C  prove to the Marshal that he was good at horse riding.  

     D  prove to Sapt and Fritz that he was able to be a king. 
2. What did the Duke need to do before killing the real King?  

A  He needed to get rid of Princess Flavia. 
B  He needed to get rid of Rassendyll first. 
C  He needed to be trained how to be a king. 

  D  He needed to marry Antoinette de Mauban. 
3. Why didn't Rassendyll (as a king) allow Michael to enter the room while they were at Flavia's? 

A  Because he wanted to provoke him. 
B  Because he didn't want him to meet Princess Flavia. 
C  Because he wanted to tell Flavia something confidential.   

  D  Because he didn't know the rule that the King is the highest authority in Ruritania. 
4. How were the Duke's famous Six Men divided after the coronation? 

A  All of them were at the castle to guard the kidnapped king. 
B  The three Ruritanians were with the Duke in strelsau and the three foreigners were at the castle. 
C  The three foreigners were with the Duke in strelsau and the three Ruritanians were at the castle. 

    D  All of them were with the Duke in Strelsau. 
B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions: 

    1.  The real King proved to be glutton\ insatiable. Discuss. 
      ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
     ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. Coincidence saved the real King's throne. Illustrate. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3.  Do you think that Rudolf Rassendyll is a liar and swindler? Why? Why not? 
     ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
     ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Sameh is being interviewed for a job as a sales representative. 
      Interviewer: Hello Mr. Sameh. Do have any previous experience as a representative? 
      Sameh   : 1)…………………………………………………This is my first time. 
      Interviewer: 2) ……………………………………………………………………………………? 
      Sameh   : Because your company is an established company. Besides, you give good salary. 
      Interviewer: 3)……………………………………………………………………………………..? 
      Sameh   : I read about it in the newspapers. 
      Interviewer: 4)……………………………………………………………………………………..? 
      Sameh   : Sure, and I have my own car. 
      Interviewer: Good. 5)……………………………………………………………………………..? 
      Sameh   : I can type onto the computer well and I speak English and French well. 
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      Interviewer: You seem very suitable for the required job. 
      Sameh   : Thanks, I wish 6)………………………………………………………………………. 
      Interviewer: Don't worry! We will tell you the result of the interview after two days. 
      Sameh   : I will wait your reply. 

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE (1)   

     of the following: ( 6 marks ) 

a. Woman's position in society has changed over the years. 

b. A paraphrase of a poem that you read and admire. 

 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. The whole world owes too much to the Arab writers and thinkers. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Social networking websites are double-edged weapons, so we should use them wisely. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .لم يعد الفضاء غامضاً بفضل المجهودات العظيمة للعلماء -1
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 . الفقر فى الوطن غربة والمال فى الغربة وطن -2
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Model Exam No. (4) 

 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- The match is suggested……………………next week. 

  A  to cancel  

B  to be cancelled    

C  cancelling   

D  being cancelled 

2- Can you name the actor………….plays Salah Al Deen? 

A  who   

B  whom   

C  whose   

  D  which 

3- I have booked the tickets………………….. 

A  yet  

B  ago  

C  already   

  D  just 

4-  I thought it…………………..but then the sun came out. 

A  will rain  

B  would be raining   

C  is going to rain  

  D  was going to rain 

5- Please go away. I want…………………alone. 

A  to leave 

B  leaving  

C  to be left   

  D  being left 

6- A……………is a small machine that is put inside someone's heart to help it beat regularly. 

A  playmaker   

B  peacemaker    

C  pacemaker    

  D  holiday-maker  
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7- Security cameras have been ………………. in the city centre. 

  A  instilled  

B  instigated     

C  stalled    

D  installed 

8- Mona didn't want to come to the cinema with us because she………………the film. 

A  has already watched 

B  was already watching    

C  had already watched   

  D  will already watch 

9- What………………you to leave your current job? 

A  made   

B  had   

C  let    

  D  caused 

10- A team of political ……………………. shaped his election campaign. 

A  sultans  

B  consultants   

C  consoles   

  D  science 

11- Many of these technologies were below the ……….……of the mainstream business press. 

  A  pressure  

B  sea level   

C  radar    

  D  compare 

12- Double-click on an icon to ……………….. an application. 

  A  launch  

B  leak    

C  publish   

  D  ease 

13-  ……………..you need to repair this table is a hammer and some nails. 

A  Every   

B  Each    

C  All   

  D  Both  

14- With the Internet it is possible to make learning ……………..wherever it is needed. 

  A  breakable  

B  reachable   

C  available    

  D  suitable  

15- Ahlam never lets herself………………………at. 

A  to laugh 

B  laugh 

C  to be laughed    

  D  be laughed 

16- I'm always working under pressure to meet …………………….. 

  A  deadlocks   

B  deadlines    

C  deadweights    

  D  deadheads  
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17- Shorouk is clever. I think she………………………her exams. 

A  is going to pass  

B  will be passing    

C  will pass   

  D  passes 

18- Why did you buy……………..a lot of food? We have plenty of food. 

A  so    

B  enough    

C  too   

  D  such 

19- He tries to keep his professional life completely ………….. from his private life. 

A  suffer   

B  remove    

C  separate    

  D  award 

20-  I left school in 1995, and since then I ……………….. in London. 

  A  lived   

B  have lived    

C  was living    

  D  will live 

 21- I think these old houses need…………………… 

A  to demolish  

B  to demolishing   

C  demolishing   

  D  demolished  

22- The British Museum keeps one of all the books, magazines, newspapers………..in Britain. 

A  which printed   

B  printed    

C  printing   

  D  were printed 

23- She ………………. one of the first televised courses for nursing education in 1961. 

  A  pioneered   

B  confused   

C  bleached    

  D  soaked 

24- I do not support Al Ahly and………………does Amany. 

A  neither   

B  either    

C  so    

D  every 

25- I do not like poems that do not have any………………. 

A  lines   

B  rhymes    

C  poets    

  D  verses  

26- Have you seen……………….. I bought from London? 

A  that   

B  whose    

C  which    

  D  what  

https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/televise
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/nurse
https://www.ldoceonline.com/dictionary/education
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27- It…………………that peace is constructive. 
A  knows  
B  known    
C  is known   

  D  knew 
28- There are…………….chairs for everyone to sit down. 

A  too   
B  so    
C  such    

  D  enough  
29- My mom has a neat……………..for sharpening knives. 

A  robin   
B  button  
C  gadget   

  D  fishnet 
30- Birth is a natural………………… 

A  device   
B  mission    
C  process    

  D  operation  

 

(10 marks )

          Sadness means suffering in silence. Many people suffer because they have their heart 
broken, they have problems at work, they have had a fight with a dear person, they have lost 
something, or someone. Sadness is a state of mind that comes and goes as it pleases. Today we 
can be sad, tomorrow we can forget about yesterday. Life is about going through bad and good 
moments so it`s normal to feel sad sometimes. Sadness can manifest itself through emotions 
like being angry, stressed out, nervous or just depressed. Depression is a more serious case of 
sadness. Depression means negative thoughts and lasts for much longer. Many people commit 
suicide because of depression so, it`s a dangerous disease that can be treated only through 
therapy. 
     Sadness and depression are two different things. Sadness is a state of mind that can pass very 
quickly once things become better and it`s caused by grief, sorrow, by things that don`t go 
according to plan. Depression is more deep, it is longer and usually gives people suicidal 
thoughts. The number of people that kill themselves each year has increased over the years. 
Depression is very dangerous and people that suffer from it need to make counseling sessions. 
The problem is that many don`t know they have it. Stress, money, concerns make us worry all 
the time. Sadness and Depression are two things that lead to suicide.          
  

 

1. The word manifest means……………… 

   A  show  

B  disappear  

C  separate     

D  play 

2. Sadness is a…………………case. 

A  physical  

B  mental   

C  cultural    

  D  economical 

3. The underlined pronoun 'it' refers to……………….. 
     A  people  

B  suicide    

C  depression    

  D  sadness.  
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4. …………………is a result of sadness and depression. 
     A  Joy   

     B  Happiness   

    C  suicide    

     D  Health 

5. When a person loses a dear, he will be…………….. 
     A  happy  

     B  pleased    

     C  sad    

     D  excited 

6. ……………………cannot be treated by therapy. 
   A  Depression  

B  Illness  
C  Sadness   

  D  People 
B- Answer the following questions: 

7. How is sadness different from depression? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  8. When do people become sad? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  9. Why is it normal to feel sad sometimes? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. Why do you think some people don't know that they have depression? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. Rudolf Rassendyll and Rudolf Elphberg were physically different in……………….. 

A  skills and education 

B   eyes and hair  

C  hair and nose  

     D  face and mouth 

2. Why did the Duke's face become white on seeing Rassendyll (as a King) on the coronation?  

A  Because he didn't expect to see the king as he sent him poisoned cakes. 

B  Because the Duke was very ill. 

C  Because he was surprised to see the Marshal with Rassendyll. 

  D  Because Rassendyll gave him a threatening look. 

3. How could Rassendyll escape from the Duke's men in front of the hunting lodge? 

A  He could kill them all. 

B  Sapt helped him by shooting those men. 

C  He could see a gap among the men and he escaped through it.   

  D  He shouted at them saying that he was the King. 

4. What gross mistake did Rassendyll make at Flavia's house? 

A  He told her that he was not the real King. 

B  He told her that he was not going to marry her. 

C  He told her that he was planning to kill the Duke. 

    D  He did not allow the Duke to enter the room leaving him waiting outside. 
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B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions:  
1. What do you think would have happened if the real King and his men hadn't met Rassendyll? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Why do you think the Duke keeps the real king prisoner in his castle not in the mansion? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. Do you think rich people like Rudolf Rassendyll do not need to work? Why? Why not? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Hazem and Emad are talking about revising. 

      Hazem       : I've heard that you always revise at night. 1)…………………………………………….? 

      Imad   : Yes, that's right. 

      Hazem       : 2) ………………………………………………………………………………………..……? 

      Imad   : One advantage is that it is much quieter at night. 

      Hazem       : 3)………………………………………. It is quieter then. 

                          4) …………………………………………………………………….……………………..…? 

      Imad   : A negative side is that I feel tired the next day. 

      Hazem       : Yes, I'm sure you feel tired. It's harder to remember things at night, isn't it? 

      Imad   : 5)…………………………………………………. I remember things better then. 

      Hazem       : Well, we all have different ways to revise. 

      Imad   : 6)………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
       

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE (1)   

     of the following: ( 6 marks ) 

a. A job you would like to do when you finish school. 

b. Modern technology and privacy. 

 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. Scientific research is very important, as it paves the way towards a better life. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Poetry does not appeal to many young people as it is difficult to understand. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .يجب عليك أن تتذكر دائماً أنك أقوى من المخدرات المدمرة -1
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 . من المهم للناس أن يفصلوا بين حياة عملهم وحياة المنزل -2
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Model Exam No. (5) 

 
1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- What have you …………………….done that you would like to do? 
A  since  
B  never   
C  so far    
D  ever  

2- He sent me a……………..message to make me not tell the truth. 
A  threaten   
B  threatened   
C  threatening   

  D  threatens 
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3- Sorry to …………………, but I need to ask you to come downstairs. 

A  interpret  

B  interrupt   

C  erupt    

  D  interact 

4- He was made………………the contract. He didn't want to do that. 

A  sign  

B  signed   

C  to sign    

  D  to be signed 

5- Mona does not like fish and I do not like it………………………. 

A  too  

B  such   

C  so    

  D  either  

6- I don't love the…………….…..ringing of my mobile phone. It bothers me very much. 

A  insist   

B  insistent    

C  insistence    

  D  insisting  

7- The company is run by a group of………………….who manage it well. 

A  directors  

B  actors    

C  spectators    

D  tractors 

8- The company was very………………....of my efforts. 

A  appreciation 

B  appreciative    

C  appreciable   

  D  appreciably 

9- As everyone was nervous at the meeting I told a joke to………………...the ice. 

A  get   

B  reach   

C  break    

  D  take 

10- My uncle is in…………….of the science Department in a secondary school. 

A  control  

B  change   

C  charge   

  D  responsible 

11- Noura has a lot of friends, many of………………she was at school with. 

A  who  

B  whom   

C  whose    

  D  which 

12- On…………………., the refugees were very happy. 

A  releasing  

B  released    

C  be released    

  D  being released 
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13- The rocket is going to reach the moon on Tuesday. Everyone watched it…….….on TV. 

A  launch   

B  launched    

C  was launched    

  D  launching  

14- I don't know……………to blame for our problems me or her. 

A  who  

B  whose   

C  who's    

  D  which  

15- His first short story,………………...in 1925, made him very famous. 

A  published  

B  was published   

C  came out    

  D  publishing 

16- He tried his best,…………………..he didn't pass his test. 

A  since   

B  for    

C  yet    

  D  already  

17- You can………………..your doctor if you feel the pain again.  

A  insult  

B  consult    

C  consul   

  D  construct  

18- Hossam…………………at ten o'clock tomorrow. 

A  will sleep   

B  will be sleeping    

C  will have slept    

  D  will have been slept. 

19- There's a message for Mr. Zaki. Is he…………..? 

A  nearly   

B  at    

C  reach    

  D  about 

20- The engine………….….just after the plane took off. 

A  filled   

B  felled    

C  fell    

  D  failed 

  21- The teacher ………….…us copy the notes from the blackboard. 

A  got  

B  caused   

C  had   

  D  allowed  

22- When we visited Shahd, her mom gave us an………………..welcome. 

A  enthusiastic   

B  enthusiast    

C  enthuse   

  D  enthusiasm 
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23- No sooner………………..his homework than he slept. 

A  has he done   

B  he had done    

C  does he do    

  D  had he done 

24- I have no idea…………….was at the door. 

A  which   

B  that    

C  whose    

D  who 

25- None of the cars was the same. …………was different. 

A  Every   

B  Both    

C  Each    

  D  All  

26- Is there any ……………...exit here? We must fine one. 

A  emergent   

B  emigrate    

C  emergency    

  D  emigration 

27- Be patient! The…………….…of this software may take several minutes. 

A  installment   

B  installation    

C  instability    

  D  institution 

28- Most people think that voluntary and charitable work is so……………… that they 

are happy to do it. 

A  awarding   

B  rewarding    

C  warding    

  D  reading 

29- The prisoners admitted………………during their imprisonment. 

A  torturing   

B  be tortured   

C  being tortured    

  D  to be tortured  

30- Mona is……………… She must be careful with her food especially sweet things. 

A  diabolic   

B  diabetic    

C  cancerous    

  D  dyslexic  

 

( 10 marks )

      What does so much technology do to a child's learning life? Are traditional forms of learning 
dying a slow death? Today, a teacher should be able to teach more than what Google has to 
offer. However, while we have technology, we have to be extra cautious as children are highly 
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vulnerable to cyber crime. Students who have laptops must be only under strict vigilance. 
Instructions on cyber crime are organized to create awareness about the medium and its misuse. 
   In the 90s, grown-ups had to gradually convert to the digital age. Today, children seem born 
into it. Their handwriting and vocabulary have suffered. Parents complain that their child's 
handwriting is deteriorating. If students can read up everything online, they may stop going to 
school. If students can learn online, so why they should go to school or have teachers. It is 
something like self-education. 
   Another drawback of the net age is that students are at a loss if one doesn't understand 
content on the net or have a guide at hand. Technology can never replace a teacher. If pen and 
paper once defined school days, it's the stylus and touch screen that do so today. Perhaps the 
two can co-exist. 
 

 

1. Students still go to school because………………… . 

A  technology can never replace a teacher   

B  they find pleasure in the school court   

C  learning is dying a slow death   

D  they improve their handwriting  

2. Grown-up had to convert to their digital age……………..…. 

A  temporarily  

B  slowly    

C  quickly    

  D  cautiously  

3. According to the passage, too much technology can…………..a child's learning life. 

     A  benefit  

B  harm    

C  provide    

  D  improve  

4. Where are cyber crimes committed? 

A  at school   

B  at home    

C  on TV    

D  on the internet                   

5. How does modern technology affect children's handwriting? 

A  It makes it better.   

B  It makes it worse.    

C  It makes it clearer.    

  D  It makes it stronger.  

6. What defines the net age? 

A  Pen and paper   

B  School and teacher    

C  Stylus and touch screen    

  D  Paper and papyrus  

B- Answer the following questions: 
7. According to the passage, when is a child's handwriting deteriorating? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. How should a teacher adapt to technology you think? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

  9. What does the underlined 'two' refer to? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

10. How do you think modern technology deteriorates a child's handwriting? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. How did the Duke know about Sapt's plan to replace the king? 

A  Rassendyll did that.  

B  Antoinette de Mauban did that.    

C  Josef did that   

  D  Johann's mother told him. 

2. What would happen if the real king was killed? 

A  The Duke would be the King.  

B  Sapt would be the King.  

C  Flavia would be the King.   

  D  Rassendyll would be the King. 

3. What are some of the secrets that Rassendyll did not tell Sapt or Fritz? 

A  Rassendyll decided to kill Duke Michael and kidnap Flavia.  

B  Rassendyll decided not to say anything bad about the Duke and be popular with Flavia.  

C  Rassendyll decided to imprison Sapt and Fritz and Kill the Duke.    

  D  Rassendyll decided to marry Flavia and make Sapt the King. 

4. Who was namely declared \ proclaimed King of Ruritania? 

A  Rudolf Elphberg  

B  Rudolf Rassendyll.   

C  Robert Rassendyll.    

    D  Duke Michael. 

B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions: 
1. Why do you think the Marshal chose the old town to be their way during the coronation? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. Why do you think Detchard smile when Rassendyll spoke to him in a different accent? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. What do you think Princess Flavia would do if she knew that Rassendyll was not the real King? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Mariam is reading the news online 

      Mariam : This website says that a rich person is going to buy the Pyramids in Giza. 
      Lina :1) ................................................................................................................? 
      Mariam : It’s on a website called Believe it or not. 
      Lina  : 2) ...............................................................................................................? 
      Mariam : Well, I can’t see any proof. Do you think it is true? 
      Lina  : No, 3) ............................................................... I think it's a lie.  
                         I want to know where they got that information. 
      Mariam : I think trusted websites never tell lies. 
      Lina : 4) ............................................................................................................... 
      Mariam : 5) ...............................................................................................................? 
      Lina  : Really, I don't know the difference between them. 
      Mariam : Trusted websites are websites that are reliable such as university or government websites. 

      Lina : Thanks Mariam. I benefited a lot. 
      Mariam : 6) …………………………………. See you later. 

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE (1)   

     of the following: ( 6 marks ) 
a. Imagine what would happen if the access for the internet stopped for a month. 
b. Modern technology is a mixed- blessing. 
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 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. Stand for the teacher and show him great respect, he's almost a prophet. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2. A good teacher must have some special qualities such as knowledge, creation, confidence,           
  empathy, sense of humour and passion. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .د ان يكون التطوير تطويراً جوهرياً وليس شكلياًالتطوير يبدأ من البنية التحتية لأى شىء لاب -1
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 .لابد ان نجل الكٌتاب والمفكرين العظماء وخاصة هؤلاء اللذين نشروا أعمالًا مميزة -2
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Model Exam No. (6) 

 
1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- ………………..is a long journey full of experiences. 

A  Odds  

B  Odyssey  

C  Odious    

D  Oddly 

2- I can't find Ali here. Do you think he………………….anywhere? 

A  has been   

B  has gone   

C  had gone   

  D  had been 

3- Today is the 15
th

 ……………..of Mr. and Mrs. Shalabi.  

A  universally  

B  honeymoon   

C  birthday    

  D  anniversary 

4- I had done my homework the and after that I …………………….a film on TV. 

A  have watched  

B  had watched   

C  was watching   

  D  watched 

5- Salma supports Al Ahly and me………………  

A  too  

B  such   

C  so    

  D  neither  

6- I've been feeling pretty………………………at work recently. 

A  pressing   
B  pressure    
C  measured    

  D  pressured  
7- What's the……………..of your information, Tamer? 

A  resource  
B  source    
C  sauce    
D  scarce 
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8- Archaeologists have found writing on………………of Papyrus in Amarna 1300 BCE. 

A  components 

B  collocations    

C  collections   

  D  mixtures 

9- As a pilot, her achievements encouraged other women to have a career in…………… 

A  flight   

B  fleeing   

C  fly    

  D  flying 

10- At work, we always have a…………….for lunch at twelve o'clock. 

A  brick  

B  break   

C  brake   

  D  park  

11- To ……………..means to write or say something in a shorter, simpler way. 

A  parallel  

B  paraphrase    

C  paralyze    

  D  parachute 

12- I didn't hear the phone since I …………………….. 

A  slept 

B  had slept    

C  was sleeping    

  D  have slept 

13- We got a new TV last week. "got" here means……………. 

A  persuaded   

B  bought    

C  received     

  D  arrived 

14- Hazem…………………..yesterday is my best friend. 

A  you met  

B  you met him   

C  who you met him    

  D  whom you met him  

15- Don't………………..yourself be deceived by swindlers and imposters. 

A  force 

B  allow   

C  get    

  D  let 

16- He……………..in Sahel Seleem for five years. Now he lives in Assiut city. 

A  has lived   

B  was living    

C  lived    

  D  had lived  

17- What……………………….to solve Omar's problem?  

A  could have done  

B  could do    

C  could be done   

  D  could be doing  
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18- The president………………….France next month. 

A  will visit   

B  is going to visit   

C  is visiting    

  D  is to visit 

19- The singer made a YouTube Channel to……………..a wider audience. 

A  arrive   

B  reach    

C  bleach    

  D  write 

20- The more books you read, the………………..knowledge you get. 

A  more   

B  most    

C  least    

  D  fewest 

21- I love her…………much that I nearly think of her all time. 

A  to  

B  such   

C  so   

  D  enough  

22- Mohammad Salah's sports career……………after he won the golden foot in England. 

A  took on   

B  took in    

C  took turn   

  D  took off 

23- During my stay in Oman, I ………………..a lot of wonderful places there.  

A  had visited   

B  visited    

C  was visiting    

  D  have visited 

24- While I was on holiday, I ……………….my old friend by chance. 

A  was meeting   

B  had met    

C  have met   

D  met 

25- I won't see her as usual, …………………is very moving. 

A  that   

B  what    

C  which    

  D  who  

26- He became jealous when his friend's career started taking ………………….. 

   A  up   

B  on    

C  off    

  D  in 

27- Her eyes……………from lack of sleep. 

A  pain   

B  ached    

C  baked    

  D  reached 
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28- Mazin is my………………. We work for the same company. 
A  college   
B  Fellow    
C  classmate    

  D  colleague  
29- The company doesn't have…………work to have more employees. 

A  too   
B  so   
C  such a   

  D  enough  
30- My sister is a clever gymnast and she can…………..spins easily. 

A  do   
B  make    
C  get    

  D  reach 

 
( 10 marks )

      Heba had worked in nursing for many years. She was in charge of four other nurses and she was 
respected by each member of staff at t he hospital. It was difficult and sometimes very stressful work. 
She was responsible for the health of a lot of people. However, she always felt happy when people 
recovered and finally went home again. She always found this very rewarding. 
     She worked such long hours that it was sometimes difficult to be sociable after work. She usually 
went home and watched a film on television with her family. She found this a good way to unwind. 
     It was a Tuesday morning. Heba had started work very early that day and she was doing her 
regular check of the patients. She gave them their medicine and made sure that they were 
comfortable. Then she went to check a new patient. He was in a private room, separate from the other 
patients. He was a man who had been sent to the hospital the night before after a bad traffic accident. 
     Heba looked at the man, who was unconscious when he first arrived. Heba had seen him before. 
He was a famous actor who everybody in her family knew and liked. The doctor said that he had 
suffered a bad head injury from the crash. He was so ill that he would have to stay in hospital for many 
weeks. But something was very strange. Heba had seen him in a film the week before. In t he film, he 
had to go to hospital after an accident, and he had later died. Heba didn't want that to happen in her 
hospital! 

 

 

1. Why was the man who came to hospital unconscious? 
A  He had fallen asleep.   
B  He was not alive.  
C  He had had a bad accident.  
D  The nurse did not know. 

2. Why do you think that he was in a private room? 
A  He was very poor.  
B  He had a dangerous disease.    
C  He didn't like other people.    

  D  He was famous.  
3. What was unusual about the actor coming to hospital? 

     A  The same thing had happened to him in a film.  
B  He had never been there before.    
C  He was never usually ill.    

  D  He usually had private doctors.  
4. Where does this text come from? 

A  a science magazine  
B  a newspaper article   
C  a poem    
D  a story 
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5. What does the underlined word 'that' refer to? 

A  the actor dying   

B  what the doctor told her    

C  Heba's job as a nurse    

  D  other strange things 

6. What do you think the word unwind means? 

A  go to sleep  

B  sit down    

C  relax    

  D  make money  

B- Answer the following questions: 
7. What did Heba always find rewarding? 
   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
8. Why was it sometimes very stressful at Heba's work? 
   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  9. What do you think will happen to the actor? 
   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. Do you think that Heba was a good nurse? Why? Why not? 
   ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. How could Rassendyll recognize the Duke at the coronation? 

A  He met him before in Paris. 

B  He was his friend at the German University.    

C  He saw his paintings in the old town.  

  D  The Duke was Rassendyll's aunt's husband. 

2. How were the Duke's Six Men divided after the coronation? 

A  All of them were with the Duke in Strelsau. 

B  Half of them were with Duke and the other half were guarding the king in the castle.  

C  All of them were at the castle at Zenda.  

  D  Four of them were with the Duke and two of them were at the castle. 

3. Where do the two ways at the fork in Zenda lead to? 

A  To the right was the castle and to the left was the hunting lodge.  

B  To the right was the hunting lodge and to the left was the castle.  

C  To the right was the inn and to the left was the hunting lodge.  

  D  To the right was the King's palace and to the left was the castle. 

4. What mistake did Rassendyll make at Flavia's house? 

A  He slapped Flavia. 

B  He let the Duke wait outside the guest room for too long.  

C  He told Flavia that he was not the real King.   

    D  He didn't look after his wounded finger. 

B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions: 

1. What do you think the symptoms of poisoning on the real King are which made Rassendyll and      
  Sapt believe that the King was poisoned? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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3. How do you think Rassendyll's position in society gave him opportunities? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. Why do you think Rassendyll agreed to continue to be a king again although he knew that very 
dangerous and he could be killed? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Sami and Kamal have been watching a TV programme about space. 
 Sami     : I think that space exploration is too expensive. 
Kamal   :  1)…………………………….. We need to explore space to learn more. 
Sami      :  We should use the money to develop new technology on earth. 
Kamal   :  A lot of new technology was first developed for space exploration. 
Sami     :  2)……………………………………… I read that small cameras were first developed in   

                  space! We all use on mobile phones now, don't we? 
Kamal   :  3)………………………………………….. But some people think space exploration is a          

               waste of money. 
Sami      :  4)……………………………………………………………………………..? 
Kamal   : Because they think that this money should be spent on health and education. 
Sami      : But everyone benefits from space technology in their everyday lives. 
Kamal    : 5)………………………………………………………………………………..? 
Sami      : For example, satellite technology is used for mobile phones, television, etc. 
Kamal   :  6)………………………………………………………………………………..? 
Sami      : I don't think that because the earth is the only planet to live on. 

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE       

 (1) of the following: ( 6 marks ) 

a. Reading literature improves my education. 

b. A sport that you enjoy doing or watching. 

 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched- they must be 
     felt with the heart. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
3. Passions come and go. Your family is always there. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .لابد أن يكون المدرس الجيد مسؤولًا وأن يهتم بإحتياجات الطلاب -1
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 .لا يعتقد الكثير من الناس إن الكتب الالكترونية ستحل محل الكتب التقليدية تماماً -2
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Model Exam No. (7) 
 

 

1. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: ( 15 marks ) 
 

1- I don't have anyone …………..me with this thorny problem. 

A  to help  

B  helped  

C  help    

D  helping 

2- I didn't hear the phone since I ……………………a shower. 

A  have had   

B  had had   

C  was having   

  D  had  

3- The nurse couldn't find any vein to……………..the needle into the old man. 

A  eject  

B  inject   

C  press    

  D  stab  

4- The first man in space was on Vostok 1,…………….launched from earth in 1961 
A  who  
B  which   
C  that   

  D  where 
5- ………………..my parents are beautiful. 

A  All  
B  Half   
C  Both    

  D  Whole  
6- Sammar is so pretty. I think she…………………….a handsome man.  

A  marries   
B  will be marrying    
C  is going to marry    

  D  will marry  
7- People should follow road………………. 

A  signs  
B  signals    
C  songs    
D  signature 

8- Plants………………well in fertile soil. 
A  are grown 
B  has grown    
C  grow   

  D  are being grown 
9- The boys painted their faces with mud to look……………. They frightened their friends. 

A  fearless   
B  fearful   
C  fear    

  D  fright 
10- Some people think that exploring the space is a waste………….money. 

A  on  
B  out   
C  off   

  D  of  
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11- Space……………can take several years. 
A  mansions  
B  motions    
C  missions    

  D  emotions 
12- We………………….to travel by train but then we decided to go by car instead. 

A  are going  
B  were going    
C  had gone   

  D  went 
13- The PE teacher asked for any……………to help him clean the playground. 

A  volunteers  
B  vets    
C  valves    

  D  valentines 
14- Enas,……………dreams to be a doctor, is a very clever girl. 

A  who  

B  whose   

C  that    

  D  whom  

15- He doesn't have………….money to pay for the car installments. 
A  too 
B  such   
C  such a    

  D  enough 
16- Bill Gates is……………..in the world of computer. 

A  specialize   
B  specialist    
C  special    

  D  specialization  
17- My photos album always ……………………me of the old days. 

A  remembers  
B  reminds    
C  minds   

  D  memorizes  
18- Don't play with that knife_ you could……………….yourself. 

A  pain  
B  ache   
C  hurt    

  D  ach 
19- The boat went slowly because there were rocks……………. 

A  along   
B  abroad    
C  ahead    

  D  above 
20- This is the house………………my father bought for a big sum of money last year.  

A  which   
B  where    
C  in which    

  D  at that 
21- There……………once a big tree in front of our house. 

A  be  
B  has been   
C  was   

  D  is  
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22- "Are you going to the bank?" "No, I've already……………..to the bank." 

A  been  

B  went   

C  gone   

  D  go 

23- I ……………….my friend till he came.  

A  had waited   

B  have waited   

C  didn't wait    

  D  hadn't waited 

24- The firm is trying to ……………the number of workers due to their financial crisis. 

A  deduce   

B  produce    

C  seduce   

D  reduce 

25- My dad is travelling tonight. His plane…………………at 9 p.m. 

A  will leave   

B  leaves    

C  is going to leave    

  D  is leaving  

26- The lawyer will write confirming that he agrees to act for his ……………... 

A  customer   

B  client    

C  clinic    

  D  alien 

27- Dr Aisha's work took………….much of her personal life. 

A  off   

B  on    

C  in    

  D  up 

28- I know that Nader is angry with me. I'll go and…………….….him here. 

A  reach   

B  get    

C  take    

  D  have  

29- This poem has no words to…………… 

A  roam   

B  verse   

C  rhythm  

  D  rhyme  

30- Parents should make sure that they spend enough…………..time with their children 

A  quantity   

B  equality    

C  quality    

  D  guilty 
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( 10 marks )

      Dreams are necessary. Without dreams, there will be no ambition to chase. There will be no 
goal to reach. We will all be nothing without dreams. Not having dreams is like chasing a traceless 
murder. It is like following an invisible shadow. We must know what we want to do and follow that 
ambition. We can’t achieve anything in life without goals, and for these goals, we need to dream. 
Most people have dreams. Big ones or small ones. Even the most successful people had dreams 
and that is what has made them what they are today. Dreaming is essential for a human being. 
Without dreams, you will lose interest in life and finally hate to live life. You will be bored and tired of 
the same monotonous routines of your daily life and will not even find interest in the most exciting 
things. Only with dreams, will you find a purpose to live your life. You will start working hard towards 
the dream and will never lose interest in life. You will never tire and always be motivated. This is the 
best way to become successful.  
     If you don’t have a dream, you can never enjoy the luxuries of life or all that life has to offer. You 
will never feel that ecstatic feeling of achievement. You will never get pride in what you do and what 
you have achieved. All these things are necessary for human beings and without these feelings, 
there is no motivation. 

 

 

1. What does the word 'luxuries' in the last paragraph mean? 

A  It means cities.  

B  It means ways of enjoyment.   

C  It means problems  

D  It means predictions. 

2. What is an invisible shadow? 

A  It is something we can see.  

B  It is something we can't see.   

C  It is something we can motivate.    

  D  It is something we can achieve. 

3. What is an ecstatic feeling? 

     A  It is a sad feeling.  

B  It is a joyful feeling.    

C  It is a cold feeling.    

  D  It is a bad feeling. 

4. What will we be without dreams? 

A  We will be successful people. 

B  We will become important people.   

C  We will be nothing.    

D  We will be ambitious people.                   

5. What does the word essential mean? 

A  trivial  

B  important    

C  dangerous   

  D  beautiful 

6. What does anyone need to achieve his goals? 

A  He needs to eat.  

B  He needs to play.   

C  He needs to dream.    

  D  He needs to cook. 
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B- Answer the following questions: 
7. What will happen if we don't have dreams? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
8. What is the best way to become successful? 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  9. Find words in the passage which mean: 
      a. can't be followed                                         b. repetitious 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………  
10. Why should everyone have a dream? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 ( 8 marks )

3. A) Choose the correct answer: 
  

1. Why couldn't the Duke accuse Rassendyll of being a swindler? 

A  Because he was afraid of him.  

B  Because Flavia wouldn't believe him.    

C  Because to do this , he had to admit his guilt.  

  D  Because of the affinity between them. 

2. Unlike her mother, the innkeeper's daughter…………………………….. 

A  preferred the Duke to be their King. 

B  preferred Rassendyll to be their king.  

C  preferred Rudolf Elphberg to be their king.   

  D  preferred Johann to be their king. 

3. How could Rassendyll and Sapt revenge on poor Josef's murder? 

A  They attacked the Duke's men at the castle and killed two of them.  

B  They attacked the Duke's men at the hunting lodge and killed two of them.  

C  They kidnapped two of the Duke's Famous Sex Men.   

  D  They killed Johann's mother. 

4. Why were the Duke's men were carrying shovels heading off the hunting lodge? 

A  Because they were going to kill the king and bury his body. 

B  Because they were going to kill Rassendyll and Sapt there and bury their bodies.  

C  Because they were going to bury Josef's body.  

    D  Because they were going to bury the King's body. 

B. Answer TWO (2) of the following questions: 

1. How do you think Rassendyll succeeded in correcting the idea of the distant King in the                   
 Ruritanians' minds? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. Why do you think the Duke's face became white on seeing Rassendyll ( the king) at the coronation? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. Why do you think the Duke asked Rassendyll (the King) to meet his friends the three foreigners? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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4. Finish the following dialogue: ( 6 marks ) 

Lamia and Sawsan are talking about using electric cars 

 Lamia      : 1)…………………………………………………………………………………..……? 

Sawsan   :  I'll start with the advantages. One advantage is that electric cars produce less pollution. 

Lamia       :  2)………………………………………………………………………………..………? 

Sawsan   :  One downside is that if everyone had an electric, 3)………………………..…….. 

                    ……………………………………………………………………………………….…. 

Lamia      :  Is using a lot of energy the only downside? 

Sawsan   :  No. Another downside is that electric cars are more expensive to buy at the moment. 

Lamia      :  4)………………………… However, if everyone bought an electric car, they would              

                become less expensive. 

Sawsan   : 5)………………………………………………………………………………..? 

Lamia      : I mean the more people want to do something, the cheaper it will become 

Sawsan   : Great. I think scientists will do their best to reduce pollution, won't they? 

Lamia      : 6)………………………….. They will never stop working for the welfare of humanity. 

Sawsan   :  Ok, who knows what will happen in the future? 

Lamia      : You are right Sawsan. I enjoyed talking to you. 

Sawsan   :  It's been pleasure. 

 

5. Write a paragraph of about ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY (120 words) on ONE       

 (1) of the following: ( 6 marks ) 

a. The role played by teachers in the educational process. 

b. The benefits and the downsides of learning online. 

 

 ( 5 marks )

6- A. Translate into Arabic: 

1. It is very important never to forget the values and morals that your family and your school have       
  taught you. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2. Students must study their lessons hard because there is no gain without pain. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
B. Translate ONE (1) sentence only into English: 
 

 .إرتقت به كواحد من أعظم كتاب القصة القصيرة فى العالم العربى, 1221المنشورة عام ,إن قصتة القصيرة الاولى -1
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 .إستخدم القدماء المصريون ورق البردى للكتابة والرسم علية -2
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

  
 


